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I.	 INTRODUCTION
The NASA TH-University program at Ohio University is currently involved in
the development of a low-cost Loran-C navigation receiver for use in general aviation
aircraft. This paper describes a set of programs designed to be run on the IBM System/370
computer nt Ohio University. These programs are used to plot Loran- C lines of position(LOP) on any common nap or standard aviation sectional chart. The Loran-C plotting
program JRPLOT FORTRAN uses a standard Calcomp-compatible plotting subroutine
package for the Hewlett-Packard 7203A graphic plotter.
This paper gives a general description of the features of the Loron-C plotting
program. This program involves a simple add/subtract method to calculate the LOP.
Refer to Figure 1. Included is a description on how to use the program and some methods
of operation.
11.	 FEATURES OF THE LORAN-C PLOTTING PROGRAM
The program will accommodate any scale of map desired. (Note: the larger the
scale of the map the more distortion will occur.) The program was designed for standard
aviation sectional charts; any larger scale than 1:500,000 is not recommended.
Plotting may be done on any size chart within the limitations of the Hewlett-
Packard 7203A graphic plotter 0 0" high by 15" wide) .
Four station pairs are calculated in the progrards execution where, for the 9960
chain: (Master) control for W, X, Y, and Z is MALONE FL 30 0 59' 38.7" N and
850 10' 09.7" W.
Block address 1 is the W-pair
Grangeville LA 3(10 43' 33.0" N and 900 49'43.6" W
Block address 2 is the X-pair
Raymondville TX (X) 260 31' 55.0" N and 970 50'0.1 " W
Block address 3 is the Y-pair
Jupiter FL (Y) 270 Ol' 58.5" N and 800 06' 53.5" W
and block address 4 is the Z-pair
Carolina Beach NC (Z) 340 03' 46.0" N and 770 54' 46.8" W
For best results only plot two LOP sets on a single chart.
The time difference for each line of position is placed to the top or side of the
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There are two sources of error in the system. Although the Iatitude/longitudo
conversion subprogram takes into account the curvature of the earth, the plotting
routine is purely linear, therefore, the larger the scale of the chart the greater the
percentage of error. The error for large scale sectionals is approximately ± 10 psec.
The error for small scale geographic survey charts is 15 p sec. The other source of
error is in measurement of the parameters listed below. These errors can be reduced
by methods listed in Section IV depending on the ac,.,,acy the programmer wishes to
achieve.
IV.	 EXECUTION
1 .	 The center point of the chart must be measured as accurately as possible.
Then, the latitude and longitude must be token from that point. The proper form for
entering into the computer is:
integer degrees	 integer minutes	 floating point seconds
###space ##space
2. Then measure the number of inches per degree of latitude and measure
the number of inches per degree of longitude. See Figure 2.
3. Then enter the increment that the lines of position should be spaced apart.
Recommended increments are:
50.0 for standard sectional charts
2.0 for geographic survey charts.
4. Enter the actual dimensions of the chart to be plotted (see Figure 2). The
chart should be no larger thon 11 x 15 inches and no smaller than 5 x 5 inches. These are
the practical limitations of the Hewlett-Packard 7203A plotter. When the program is
finished executing, the chains will be located as follows:





It is recommended to plot all four chains on a blank sheet of paper the some size as the












This procedure should be necessary only when there is a need for extreme accuracy.
To make the Loran-C plotting program more accurate, three time difference positions are
needed before execution of the program: the time difference of the center point, the
time differences for a point left of center, and the time differences for a point right of
center. Then it is a simple matter to align the grid with the known time-difference positions.
By adding or subtracting from the latitude position of th• center point, the grid will shift
north or south respectively. By adding or subtracting from the longitude center point
position, the grid will shift west or east respectively. Another method of adjusting the grid
would be to add or subtract from the inches per degree parameters. Then the grid may be
expanded or contracted respectively.
VI. SUMMARY
The Loran-C plotting program is a system of plotting routines and conversion
subprograms. The program is designed to accommodate a wide range of mapping needs.
The program may be easily modified to meet the specific needs of the current experiment.
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IX.	 APPENDIX
A. listing of JRPLOT Prom
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